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DEUTERONOMY, CHAPTER 1
And I charged your Judges at that time, Saying, 
Hear the causes between your brethren, 
and judge righteously between every man and his brother, 
and the stranger that is with him.
Ye shall not respect persons in judgement; 
but ye shall hear the small as well as the great; 
ye shall not be afraid of the face of man; 
for the judgement is God’s: and the cause that is too hard for you, 
bring it unto me, and I will hear it.
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SELECTED CANONS FROM THE CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT

§100.4 A Judge shall so Conduct the Judge’s Extra-Judicial Activities as to Minimize the Risk of
Conflict with Judicial Obligations.

(E) Fiduciary Activities.

(1) A full time judge shall not serve as executor, administrator or other personal representative,
trustee, guardian, attorney in fact or other fiduciary, designated by an instrument executed after
January 1, 1974, except for the estate, trust or person of a member of the judge’s family, or, with
the approval of the Chief Administrator of the Courts, a person not a member of the judge’s 
family with whom the judge has maintained a longstanding personal relationship of trust and 
confidence, and then only if such services will not interfere with the proper performance of 
judicial duties.

Correction from the last issue: On page 21 “How A Nominee for Justice of the Peace

Established Judicial Review” should have had by the Honorable Harold J. Bauman TJ Liberty.
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One of my greatest
pleasures in serving
as the President of

our Association, is the 
ability to meet so many of
you during my visits to the 
various County Associations
throughout the state. These
meetings not only reaffirm
my feeling that Town 
and Village Judges remain
extremely committed to the

process and principles of Justice, but also that our
State Association plays a unique role in advocating 
for the interests of an increasingly diversified, 
decentralized and  largely autonomous system of
Town and Village courts.

These, at least, will be the points that I will seek to
convey to the Hon. Gail Prudenti, who is our State’s
newest Chief Administrative Judge, when we meet in
her office a few weeks from now.  

These were also the points that the Hon. Gary Graber,
our President–Elect and the Hon. Harold Bauman,
our legislative Chair and others sought to carry to
Judge Coccoma and many Senators and Assembly
Members when they met with them in Albany on
January 30 and 31 to discuss our legislative agenda.

One of these legislative items is very new and I 
wanted to discuss that in some detail with you. It
involves a proposal to increase the civil jurisdiction of
the Town and Village Courts to that of the City
Courts, which are our counterpart in the state-paid
court system. The proposal which was discussed  and
approved by your Association’s Executive Committee
at our December 10, 2010 meeting, exempt commercial
cases, but would increase our authority over civil
cases to $15,000.00  from the current $3,000.00 limit
and raise small claims jurisdiction to $5,000.00.

While this may seem like a huge departure, it really is
not.  First, the principles governing civil cases are the

same for a case seeking $3,000.00 as they are for a
case requesting $15,000.00.  Second, if our caseloads
increase with an increase in the jurisdictional limits,
then, as I see it, we are simply fulfilling our mission to
meet the continuing needs of our local communities -
and that while it may be impossible to know or predict
any of these things for sure, the only clear imperative
here is that we try.  I say this since those reading my
previous columns have repeatedly asked me, and have
good reason to ask themselves: where are our Courts
going in the future?

In answering this question, I would respectfully point
out the following:

We have before us a proposal to merge all the Courts
into a Supreme Court, City Court and a Statewide
District Court System. The place for Town and
Village Courts in this plan seems uncertain, but
should such a restructuring pass by Constitutional
amendment, it is clear that the ability to replace our
system would only be a matter of time.

We also have before us a proposal to shift jurisdiction
over 16 and 17 year old defendants to the Family
Court, or a to a special-type criminal court using
Family Court concept for adjudicating cases.  

Finally, we have before us a call for all arraignments
conducted in the Town and Village Courts to require
the presence of defense counsel. Notwithstanding 
the benefits of a speedy arraignment and the total
impracticality of carrying out such a mandate in
almost every jurisdiction in which our Courts 
currently sit, the possibility remains clear that this
requirement may be either imposed upon us by rule,
or by decisional authority arising from a review of
fundamental Constitutional rights on this issue. 

In the face of this reality, I suggest that we attempt to
ensure the continuation of the Town and Village
Court system by using our own strengths to do so.
Among our greatest attributes remain the skill, 
dedication and availability of our member to assist

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Hon. 
Peter D. Barlet
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their communities in the issues which come before
our Courts.  We may not feel comfortable in changes
to the types of cases we have traditionally handled,
but that does not mean that we should hesitate in 
suggesting ways to extend the good work we do into
other less comfortable, but equally important areas 
of  concern.

The latter point, at least, was the one adopted
by your Executive Committee in our December meeting

and I wanted you to understand why we took this
action and the considerations given in doing so. I
know that each of you understand the future risks
involved  and  I trust you understand the actions 
of your Executive Board in meeting those risks 
head-on.  

With warmest personal regards to all,
Peter D. Barlet

Executive Committee Highlights

Highlights of the December 10, 2011
Executive Committee Meeting held at the
Gideon Putnam, Saratoga Springs, NY are

presented for your information.

President Barlet welcomed all attendees and reported
on his County visits with Schoharie and Oswego. He
thanked Judge Pettucci for representing him in
Herkimer County and President Elect Judge Graber
for going to Wyoming County.

A motion was made by Judge Fuller to increase the
civil jurisdictional limit of the regular part from
$3,000 to $15,000 and the small claims part from
$3,000 to $5,000 (as in City and District Court
Jurisdictions) with the provision of authorized 
arbitrators without fee with or without a corresponding
increase in the filing fee. This new piece of legislation
has been added to NYSMA’s Legislative Agenda.
Judge Bauman reported that he will present our 2012
Legislative Agenda to Judge Coccoma at a meeting
held on January 30, 2012.

The 2012 NYSMA Budget was presented and
approved.

Judge Jowdy presented Resolution #15 of the
Association of Towns regarding Surcharges to Fund
the Justice Courts and Town Prosecutors. A motion
was made by Judge Cooper that we support the 
concept of increasing revenue to the courts but can
not ethically take a position on the specifics.

President Barlet introduced our special guest, Hon.
Russ Immarigeon, Town Justice of Hillsdale. Judge
Immarigeon’s professional background includes 
an extensive amount of editing and writing for 
professional criminal publications nationally and
internationally. He has offered his services to the
Editorial Board of The Magistrate.

The next Executive Committee meeting will be 
held at the Hyatt Regency in Rochester on 
March 10, 2012.

A special thanks goes out to our Legal Committee and Hon. Harold J. Bauman for 
writing and submitting an Amicus Brief for NYSMA member Erin Town Justice Richard
C. Woolever. The Amicus Brief was related to the reduction of salary during the judge’s
term of office, the entire Amicus Brief can be viewed on our website at www.nysma.net
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Introduction
Section 100.2 (C) of the Rules of the Chief

Administrator of the Courts states that a judge shall
not lend the prestige of office to advance the private
interests of the judge or others. The same rule also
states that a judge shall not convey the impression
that anyone is in a special position to influence the
judge.  Another provision states that a judge must be
faithful to the law (Section 100.3 [B] [1]), and Section
100.3 (B) (6) states that initiating, permitting, or 
considering ex parte communications is improper.

These provisions have been used over the past
37 years to publicly discipline approximately 150
judges who had sought favors from other judges,
granted favors in the course of their official duties, or
otherwise fixed traffic tickets. In addition, more than
40 judges resigned instead of facing disciplinary
charges.  Most of these were during the period 1975 
to 1982.

The History of a Major Ticket Fixing Scandal
Thirty-seven years ago, the newly formed

Commission on Judicial Conduct began investigating
allegations of ticket fixing by a judge whose court
records showed that politicians and other judges had
requested favorable dispositions on traffic charges
against their friends, relatives and neighbors. 

Strangely, the requests for favors were not
concealed.  In the 1970s many of the judges who
granted requests for favors had either filed the
requesting letters in the respective court files or made
revealing notations on the court records as to who
made the requests.  Often the judge or court clerk
would ask the issuing officer for consent to dismiss or
reduce the original charge. On one occasion a state
trooper who had been asked for his consent dropped 
off a note that was attached to the file. It said: “OK
FIX-O.”  

The requests in writing were explicitly for
favoritism. One said: “This defendant is my meat man
& good meat men are hard to come by these days.”
Another judge wrote: “[She] said she was speeding,
but she is my babysitter. See what you can do for her.”
Some judges called before they sent in the tickets with
their revealing letters.  

Soon the number of Commission investigations
grew to surprising proportions. Within a short period
of time, hundreds of judges were investigated based
on documented connection to ticket fixing requests.
Although some judges argued that their decisions
were “on the merits,” it was clear that there were no
“merits” presented to them.  

The investigations also disclosed a few
“heroes” in the 1970s — judges who rejected the
requests and chastised the requesters.  One judge had
a form letter that began: “Dear Judge,” which is a
reflection of how prevalent it was for judges to receive
letters from other judges seeking favors in traffic
cases.  The form letter explained why requests were
denied as a matter of practice: “I will not be a party 
to eliminating our lower courts.” The Commission
issued a report in June 1977 disclosing the extent of
the problem.  TICKET-FIXING: THE ASSERTION
OF INFLUENCE IN TRAFFIC CASES, Interim
Report, June 1977, p. 14 (hereinafter referred to as
“Report.”)

Some judges acknowledged to the Commission
that they had granted favors to other judges in dozens
or hundreds of cases and subsequently asked some of
the requesting judges for similar favors.  A few judges
told the Commission that they made requests on
behalf of anyone in their community who sought such 

services from them. It was part of getting re-elected,
they explained. The system was so widespread that
thousands of fixed traffic cases in the 1970s were
identified in Commission files.  Report, pp.13-14.

Ticket Fixing Is Serious Misconduct Submitted By Gerald Stern *

* Gerald Stern is the former Administrator of the Commission on Judicial Conduct and a former faculty member in the Town 

and Village education program. For any questions about this article or any other related subject, he may be reached at

gstern42@mac.com.
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It was evident that a judge who requested and
received a favor was vulnerable to requests made of
him or her.  After all, if A asks B for a favor and gets
it, how can A later not do a similar favor for B or for
the police officers and state troopers who cooperated
by consenting to the favorable disposition?  Many of
the judges who requested favors even stated in their
letters that they would be pleased to return the favors.

As a practical matter because of the large
number of ticket fixing cases discovered, the
Commission decided that ticket fixing in one or 
two instances would warrant only a private caution.
Requesting or granting special consideration in a 
larger number of cases would qualify for public 
sanction if the charges were sustained.  

The Commission found that ticket fixing
existed in 38 counties, and it drew the logical 
conclusion that “this abhorrent practice is widespread
and that only a small fraction of it has been identified.”
Report, p.3.

There was no evidence of money being
exchanged, although in a few cases “special benefits
or favors are alleged to have been sought as a quid pro
quo for favorable consideration.”  Report, p.2.  Those
disciplinary cases usually resulted in resignations.
The Commission also made it clear that reductions of
traffic charges did not constitute misconduct as long
as the decision by the judge was not based on special
consideration (favoritism). Courts that reduced 
tickets in the normal course of processing cases were
part of a system that could not try every case, and the
Commission had no interest in examining the system
of reductions as calendar controls.

In responding to allegations, some judges
seemed relieved that they would have an excuse to
decline such requests in the future.  Others defended
the practice. One judge explained that he thought 
the system was fair because he granted every 
such request. Of course not every defendant knew
that favorable treatment could be obtained merely 
by asking.

The Commission stated in its Interim Report
that judges who engaged in this practice “have created
two systems of justice, one for the average citizen 

and another for people of influence.”  Report, p.16.
Most New York state residents , said the Commission,
“lack influence to get special consideration.” Report,
pp.16-17. 

The Commission noted that officers who are
asked for their consent appear in court on other cases
and their perception of the courts may be adversely
affected. Ticket fixing also frustrates the state’s policies
in dealing with speeding offenses and dangerous 
drivers. The Commission found that some individuals
“appear to have almost total immunity from conviction
since they can repeatedly obtain favored treatment
and can avoid any record of even a series of speeding
convictions.  This feeling of immunity may actually
encourage driving at unsafe speeds.” Report, p.18.

Clearly, an important detriment to the system
is that the fixing of tickets 

creates an illicit atmosphere within
the courts  which could easily carry
over to other cases. Once the system
recognizes fixing, or legitimatizes it,
the principals involved may find it
easier to “fix” more serious cases….If
“fixing” becomes accepted instead of
recognized as the odious practice it 
is, it may spread to other cases. For
this reason, ticket-fixing represents 
a serious threat to the entire court
system.

Report, p.19.

The Commission found that approximately
300 judges had fixed tickets during the 1970s, but it
was not feasible to seek to publicly discipline all of
them.  Hence, many were privately cautioned for 
one or two ticket fixing incidents. The Commission
resolved to get tougher once judges were put on notice
that the misconduct was serious.  

Many judges were relieved that they would
not be removed from office.  Others were outraged
that their attempts to assist their neighbors and
friends would sully their names and reputations.
They and judicial associations criticized the
Commission for deprecating the judiciary, publicly
naming so many judges, and calling attention to the
widespread practice.  In reality, it was the judges who
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engaged in the practice that diminished the reputation
of the judiciary, not the Commission. 

The Commission had evidence that judges’
improper requests for leniency were made in non-
traffic cases, including misdemeanors, even petit 
larceny and Driving While Intoxicated. It was not
mere speculation to assume that existing rules against
ex parte communications might also be disregarded in
more serious criminal cases, such as on matters of
bail, and even in civil cases. The very heart of the
judicial system was at risk.  

Result of Commission’s Disciplining Large
Numbers of Judges

The Commission greatly reduced the practice
of ticket fixing, and certainly drove the remaining but
smaller practice underground. Judges would not again
attach letters to their files or record the names of
judges or other persons of influence who sought 
special consideration.  Far fewer judges would engage
in the practice, and no longer could any judge say that
he or she did not realize the seriousness of the conduct
or had inherited a system that could not be avoided. 

Both the Commission and the Court of Appeals
expressed the view that in the future judges who fixed
traffic tickets would face more severe disciplinary
sanctions.  The Court of Appeals in 1985 stated that a
single ticket fixing incident “is misconduct of such
gravity as to warrant removal.” Matter of Reedy, 64
N.Y.2d  299 (1985).  But one year later, the Court
rejected the removal of a judge who had made a
request for information about his son’s pending 
traffic case, and censured the judge instead. Matter of
Edwards, 67 N.Y.2d 155 (1986). The judge’s inquiry
on his son’s behalf, while improper, was mitigated
because he was a concerned parent. 

A Suffolk County District Court judge was
removed by a Court on the Judiciary in 1980 for 
placing three traffic cases on her calendar, dismissing
two of them, and granting an unconditional discharge
on the third.  She took no steps to have the officers
advised when and where to appear.  Her defense was
that the officers failed to appear. The defendants were
her close friend, her son-in-law, and his client.  Matter
of LaCarrubba, 49 N.Y.2d (p) (Ct on the Jud 1980).

Recent History
The Commission has publicly disciplined nine

judges since 2003 for ticket fixing. Although none
were removed from office, the Commission has
warned that it might do so in future cases. Isolated
instances of ticket fixing continue to embarrass the
judiciary and individual judges. 2003 Ann. Rep.
Comm’n on Judicial Conduct 84; 2005 Ann. Rep. 125;
2006 Ann. Rep. 119; 2006 Ann. Rep. 199. As reported
in the Commission’s 2006 annual report, the two
judges who were censured in 2005 were additionally
embarrassed by vigorous dissents by Commission
members for removal of the two judges.  In one case,
the vote was 6-4.

In 2008, a judge was censured for dismissing
ticket as a favor to a soldier serving abroad. 2009 Ann.
Rep. 130)  In 2009, a judge was censured for reducing
a speeding charge based on a request for special 
consideration. 2010 Ann. Rep. 221.  In 2010, a judge
was censured for dismissing a ticket issued to his
employer’s son  (2011 Ann. Rep. 126). In 2011, a
judge was censured for delivering a co-worker’s ticket
to a court and leaving a message for the judge in that
court, who subsequently dismissed the traffic charge
(Determination of March 25, 2011).  (The judge who
dismissed the ticket resigned.)

Also in 2011, a judge was censured for 
intervening in his friend’s case by telling the issuing
officer that her family members were “good people’
and “do whatever you can do.” The judge “cooperated”
with the Commission, which was a mitigating factor 
in his censure. But the Commission warned that the 
censure “should not be interpreted to suggest that we
will never impose the sanction of removal for such
transgressions.” (Determination of Nov. 9, 2011).  

What Is “Mitigation”?
Single cases of ticket fixing today are treated

as serious misconduct, although the Commission has
been inclined to consider mitigating circumstances.
But with so much notice to judges, is mitigation 
still relevant?   

One factor cited as mitigation in numerous
cases has been that the judge cooperated with the
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Commission.  Since a judge’s cooperation with the
Commission is mandatory, there is a serious question
whether cooperation should be sufficient to reduce an
otherwise appropriate sanction.  

Failure to cooperate is the failure to give 
testimony during the investigation as requested or to
respond to a lawful inquiry (Matter of Mason, 100
N.Y.2d 56 [2003]; Matter of Washington, 100 N.Y.2d
873 [2003]; Matter of Cooley, 53 N.Y.2d 64 (1981).  So
is the alteration of traffic records to conceal evidence
of ticket fixing (Matter of Jones, 47 N.Y.2d [mmm] 
[Ct on the Jud 1979]).   

Ticket fixing can take any of several forms.  A
recent expose of ticket fixing by the police in New
York City has led to charges against police officers
who used a technique of making tickets disappear
when an officer had a friend or relative who wanted a
favor. One officer would ask another for the “favor,”
and the practice became widespread. The tickets often
did not make it to court.  On occasion, when the 
ticket was sent to court, a union official allegedly
asked the issuing officer not to show up.  Apparently,
there was no evidence of payoffs for the unprocessed 
tickets.  N.Y. Times, May 19, 2011, p. A22, c. 5-6.

Conclusion
Ticket fixing is a form of corruption even

when it is not done for money or other thing of value.

A judge who requests another judge or a clerk or a
police officer to grant a favorable disposition on a 
traffic ticket, or a judge who goes along with such a
request corrupts the system of justice.  

The Vehicle and Traffic Law provides that any
person who “disposes of any uniform traffic summons
and complaint in any manner other than that 
prescribed by law shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.”
V&T Law, Sect. 207(5). Although it is unlikely that a
prosecutor would charge a judge with that section, the
statute certainly represents a strong statement of 
public policy against ticket fixing. 

As new judges each year take their place in
the unified court system, it is particularly important
for more experienced judges to set examples of
integrity and be role models. All judges should
demonstrate that ticket fixing is part of a sordid 
history and is intolerable today.

Judicial Robes
Gavels
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Call, Write or Fax: Craft Robe Company
247 West 37th Street, New York, NY 10018

800#:(800) 95-CRAFT PHONE:(212) 764-6122 FAX:(212) 997-7318
Marvin@duffyandquinn.com www.churchrobesstore.com
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F or first time
offenders, a
sentence of

successful completion
of interim probation
prior to an offense
reduction can be
effective part of a 
justice’s toolbox.

Interim Probation allows a town or village 
justice to delay sentencing for up to one year. During
that time, the defendant is placed under supervision
of the local probation department. Alleged violations
are handled in a manner similar to probation violations.
In addition, for younger defendants, several additional
conditions and requirements can be an effective aid in
their rehabilitation.

Statutory Basis for Interim Probation

Under Criminal Procedure Law §390.30 (6), if
a defendant is eligible for a sentence of probation,
after consulting with the Prosecutor and also with the 
consent of the defendant, the Court can sentence a
defendant to a maximum of one year of interim 
probation. Sentencing for an offense would thereby be
adjourned to up to one year. Eligibility is the same as
if a defendant is eligible for a sentence of probation.

6. Interim probation supervision.(a)
In any case where the court determines
that a defendant is eligible for a
sentence of probation, the court,
after consultation with the prosecutor
and upon the consent of the defendant,
may adjourn the sentencing to a
specified date and order that the
defendant be placed on interim 
probation supervision. In no event
may the sentencing be adjourned for
a period exceeding one year from
the date the conviction is entered,

except that upon good cause shown,
the court may, upon the defendant’s
consent, extend the period for an 
additional one year where the
defendant has agreed to and is
still participating in a substance
abuse treatment program in connection
with a court designated a drug
court by the chief administrator of
the courts. When ordering that the
defendant be placed on interim 
probation supervision, the court
shall impose all of the conditions
relating to supervision specified
in subdivision three of section
65.10 of the penal law and the
court may impose any or all of the 
conditions relating to conduct 
and rehabilitation specified in
subdivisions two, four, five and
five-a of section 65.10 of such
law.  The defendant must receive a
written copy of any such conditions
at the time he or she is placed on
interim probation supervision. The
defendant’s record of compliance
with such conditions, as well as
any other relevant information,
shall be included in the presentence
report, or updated presentence
report, prepared pursuant to this
section, and the court must consider
such record and information when
pronouncing sentence. If a defendant
satisfactorily completes a term of
interim probation supervision, he
or she shall receive credit for 
the time served under the period 
of interim probation supervision
toward any probation sentence that
is subsequently imposed in that case.

At the time Interim Probation is ordered, 
the Court must also order the conditions that the
defendant must adhere to. Typically, a county
Probation Department’s standard orders will also
apply to those placed on interim probation. As noted
in the statute, pre-sentence investigations must be
ordered prior to placing the defendant under interim
probation supervision.  The statute expressly allows
the Probation Department the option to follow 

Effective Interim Probation Submitted By Hon. Timothy E. Cox 1

1 Town Justice – Town of Olive, Ulster County
BA, Criminal Justice and Political Science, SUNY Plattsburgh
JD, Pace University School of Law
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CPL Article 410, the article that also governs sentences
of probation.

Process for Violations – Summary Hearings

Alleged violations of condition(s) of interim
probation are handled in a summary hearing 
before the Court. Although not expressly required, it
is strongly recommended that the Court follow the
same rules as for probation violations (See CPL
Article 410) for determining if a defendant violated a
term of interim probation.

Promptly after notice is filed with the Court
alleging the defendant violated a condition of interim
probation, the Court must schedule a hearing. Prior to
proceeding with a hearing the defendant must be
given a copy of the delinquency notice. The notice
must recite the term that allegedly has been violated
as well as a description of the time, place, and manner
of violation. See CPL 410.70

The People are typically represented by the
District Attorney’s Office but can also be represented
by an attorney with the probation department.
Defendant has the right to be represented by counsel.
If counsel has appeared in the case through sentencing
to interim probation, that counsel’s appearance 
continues for the summary hearing. In short, don’t
proceed with a summary hearing without defendant’s
counsel present.

The following process as set forth in CPL
410.70 should be followed in any violation hearing.
First and foremost, ensure defendant’s counsel is
present. At the outset, read the violation into the
record and note that defendant has been provided
with a copy. At that time, defendant is allowed, but
not required, to make a statement. If defendant makes
a statement, the town or village justice can base
his/her decision on that statement (ie: defendant
admits he/she violated the condition). If either the
defendant does not make a statement, or if the court
doesn’t accept the statement, then the court must 
proceed with the summary hearing.

A summary hearing is not conducted with 
a jury. However, like a trial or other evidentiary 

hearing, the defendant is allowed to cross-examine
witnesses and also call any witnesses on his/her
behalf. At the conclusion of the hearing, the justice
must make a determination of violation.  Unlike a
criminal trial, the violation does not have to be 
proven beyond a reasonable doubt, but only by a 
preponderance of the evidence, and of “sufficient
depth” to enable a justice to determine if the defendant
failed to comply with the terms and conditions of
interim probation.  “Unlike a criminal action, a 
hearing of this type” (for violation of a condition of
interim probation) “is akin to a probation revocation
hearing, which is a summary proceeding where 
the standard of review is ‘a preponderance of the 
evidence.”  People v. Trathen, 2 A.D.3d 1065, 768
N.Y.S.2d 675 (3rd Dept. 2003).

When in doubt, follow the statute and the
numerous decisions regarding hearings for violation
of probation.

Additional Conditions and Requirements

In my court, I’ve found several additional 
conditions in interim to be very effective in ensuring
compliance of younger defendants.

The first recommended additional condition is 
mandated regular court appearances. These serve to
reinforce the Court’s role in supervision.  I typically
require that a defendant return to the Court every 
two months during the term of interim probation.
Regular contact with a defendant is effective in 
monitoring his/her compliance with the imposed 
conditions.  The Court can address minor issues,
review absences at school, curfew violations, etc. 
It can also be used to allow a one time lifting of 
conditions, such as a curfew for certain events.

For those defendants still in school, curfews
also can be used to curb inappropriate behavior.
Although difficult for regular probation oversight, an
involved parent or guardian can often be the best
deterrent for violations of curfew.  Finally, a condition
of regular school attendance for those still in high
school or attending BOCES can be appropriate for
defendants that have not yet graduated.

Continued on Page 10
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Conclusion

For many first time offenders, a year of 
interim probation compliance can work to keep that
defendant from becoming a recidivism statistic. At 
the start of interim probation, many judges stress 
to the defendant the importance of compliance, and

the consequences of non-compliance. Regular court
appearances during the term of interim probation 
can serve to reinforce those consequences as 
well as provide encouragement to a defendant 
who complies.

I’ll start with a reminder that the 2012 conference
will be held at the Sheraton Syracuse University
Hotel & Conference Center, 801 University

Avenue in Syracuse, Sunday September 9th through
Wednesday September 12th; save the dates! In this
issue we will begin making you aware of things to do,
sites to see and places to visit when you are not
attending meetings or classes.

There are Museums.  The “Everson Museum” houses
roughly 11,000 pieces of art, including paintings,
sculpture, ceramics, and videos. The museum’s building
was designed by architect I. M. Pei. The “Erie Canal
Museum” is housed in a weigh lock building dating
from 1850 and listed on the National Register of
Historic Places of the United States.  The museum
includes a gallery of present canal life. The “Onondaga
Historical Association Museum” has permanent
exhibits that include the under ground railroad, the
Franklin automobile and rise of the automobile age,
local brewery artifacts, and early potter manufacturing.
The Salt Museum includes displays that trace the 
history of salt extraction.  Syracuse is nick named the
“Salty City.”  The local salt industry is credited with
creating the City and at one time supplied our entire
Nation with salt.  “Salt potatoes” originated in
Syracuse. The “Milton J. Rubenstein Museum of
Science and Technology” is a fun experience and
houses the Bristol Imax Omnitheater.

There are many food experiences in Syracuse and I’ll
mention a few.  Syracuse is home to the original
Dinosaur Bar-B-Que still located at 246 West Willow
Street. In May 2009 Dinosaur Bar B Que was selected
as winner of “Good Morning America’s Best Barbecue”
in the country.  The North Salina Street corridor is
enjoying a renaissance into “Little Italy,” honoring
the heritage of early immigrants.  Enjoy a shot of
espresso in an authentic 19th century Italianate shop,
and follow it with unique-to-Syracuse Columbus
Baking Company bread, baked on nearby Pearl Street.
Tipperary Hill on the Cities West Side boasts the
world’s only upside-down traffic light, in honor of our
many Irish settlers, many from County Tipperary,
who worked to build the Erie Canal.  Coleman’s Irish
Restaurant is nearby. The Pub is from Ireland and was
rebuilt here.

Some additional things to do include gaming, both
table & machine, about a half hour away at the
Turning Stone Casino in Verona. There is also the
Rosamond Gifford Zoo at Burnet Park in the City 
limits, home to about 700 animals from penguins to
elephants. It sits on 43 acres and is rated in the top
10% of zoos in the nation. While your there, you can
grab lunch or a snack at the “Jungle Café.”   

Next issue to
include shop,
shop, shop.

NYSMA 2012 Conference Submitted By Hon. Ed Van Der Water

© Wainwright Photography

© Wainwright Photography
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Answers to Quiz 
(from page 20)

1)T
2) F (oath or affirmation)
3) F (nine or more)
4) T
5) T
6) F (the trial court i.e. YOU)
7) T
8) F (bad behavior is the only

reason the defendant 
might be excluded)

9) T
10) T

Bonus) T

o
f
t
he
M
o
n
t
h

Established 1870

Williamson Law
Book Company

790 Canning Parkway
Victor, New York 14564

Telephone: (585) 924-3400 
Fax: (585) 924-4153

Supplier of Legal Forms For Town

Village - City - County Courts

Supplier of Legal Forms, Record Books, 
Dockets & Law Books For Local 

Criminal Courts - Town - Village - City

We Also Have A Complete Line Of 
Software Programs For

Parking Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . Accounting Systems
Fixed Asset Accounting . . . . . . . Water/Sewer Billing
Payroll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Court System
Tax Assessments . . . . . . . . . . . Town Clerk’s System

- Electric Billing -
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New York State Magistrates Association President, the Hon. Peter D. Barlet,
addressed the recent meeting of the Dutchess County Magistrates Association.
He told local judges of legislative initiatives from Albany that will affect local
court operations.

Shown in the Photograph, from left to right, are Dutchess Magistrates Immediate
Past President Hon. John Crodelle (Town of North East), Dutchess Magistrates
Vice President Christi Acker (Town of Pine Plains), Dutchess Magistrates
Association Treasurer Hon. Frank Christensen (Town of Milan), New York State
Magistrates President Hon. Peter D. Barlet (Town and Village of Warwick),
Dutchess Magistrates Association President Hon. Jonah Triebwasser (Town and
Village of Red Hook), and Dutchess Magistrates Association Secretary Hon.
Casey Mc Cabe (Town of North East).

Photo by  Lori Urbin

About My County Assocition

Dutchess County

The Hon. Elizabeth K. Shequine was recently honored by the
Dutchess County Magistrates Association for her more than 
30 years of service on the bench. Presenting her with a 
commemorative pin are (left to right) Hon. Peter Barlet (Town
and Village of Warwick), President of the New York State
Magistrates Association, Judge Shequine (Town of Washington)
and Hon. Jonah Triebwasser (Town and Village of Red Hook),
President of the Dutchess County Magistrates Association.

Photo by  Lori Urbin
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About My County Assocition

Oswego County

Photo of the retiring judges from Oswego County
Magistrate Association OCMA.

Left to Right, Hon. Kimberly Inman, Town of West Monroe, President of
OCMA, Hon. Frances Ciardullo, T/Schroeppel retiring with 22 years of
service, Hon. Richard Burton, T/Schroeppel retiring after 29 years of
service, DA, Donald Dodd, retiring after 32 years of service to Oswego
County, Hon. Alan Williams, T/Minetto retiring with 24 years of 
service, Hon. Peter Barlet, T/Warick, NYSMA President.

Rensselaer County
Rensselaer County Magistrates’ Association started its year 2012
with a 1 elective credit presentation on Judicial Wellness, given
by Hon. Vincent J. Reilly, Jr., Justice, Supreme Court 4th Judicial
District, on January 24, 2012 at the Lakeview Inn, Averill Park.
The new President of the Rensselaer County Magistrates’
Association, elected January 24, 2012, is Hon. Patrick McKenna,
Town Justice, Poestenkill. Hon. Gregory T. Kronau, Town
Justice, Poestenkill, was re-elceted as Treasurer. B. Wagner.
Among those in attendance were Hon. George B. Ceresia, Jr.,
who is our Administrative Judge for the 3rd JD and who is also
the Supervising Judge for the 3rd JD Town and Village Courts.
Hon. Robert M. Jacon, County Judge also attended.
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Awhile back, a young man failed to appear for
his scheduled arraignment in the court where
I preside. As he lived nearby, the court clerk

called him up. The defendant was watching television
and had forgotten his court appearance. He promptly
walked over to the courthouse and was arraigned. I
explained his situation, the decisions he needed to
make, and the possible penalties he faced, and
released him on his own recognizance. He showed up
in court on his next scheduled appearance.

Other defendants who fail to appear in court are not
so fortunate. On a far more serious level, for example,
another man, a few years older, was arrested for petit
larceny and given an appearance ticket for arraignment
in a nearby city court. He failed to appear and a 
warrant was issued for his arrest. New charges from
other incidents were subsequently imposed for 
second-degree burglary and the rape of a 14-year-old
girl. A city police officer later arrested the man, who
was remanded to the county jail in lieu of $10,000 and
$25,000 cash bail for the separate charges.

Judges are not pleased when a defendant fails to
appear, nor are police officers, prosecutors, defense
attorneys, and crime victims (when cases involve 
specific victims). Truth be told, failing to appear is
also not good for defendants.

So what can be done? How carefully do town and village
courts track the causes, extent, and consequences of
charged or convicted person’s failure to appear (FTA)
at scheduled court sessions? What can local courts do
to prevent or reduce the number of FTAs and which
measures are effective?

Nebraska Study

Previous research throughout the United States has
found FTA rates that range from less than 10% to
nearly 30%. Studies from Colorado, Illinois, and
Oregon have shown that “postcard reminders” of
scheduled court dates have reduced FTA levels. 
None of these studies, however, assessed the 
effectiveness of different types of reminders. So a
recently released National Institute of Justice-funded
study, Reducing Courts’ Failure-to-Appear Rate: A
Procedural Justice Approach, written by psychologists
Brian H. Bornstein, Alan J. Tomkins, and Elizabeth
N. Neeley, caught my eye as a starting point for 
examining the causes, extent, and consequences of
FTAs in town and village court practice. 

In this Nebraska-based study, conducted between
March 2009 and May 2010, the researchers sent four
types of “reminder” postcards to 7,865 misdemeanor
traffic and criminal offense defendants from 14 rural
and urban counties. 

One set of defendants was given no reminder of the
scheduled court date (control group); another set was
given only a simple reminder (simple reminder

Failure to Appear: Nebraska Study 
Suggests Some Remedies Submitted By Hon. Russ Immarigeon *

*Russ Immarigeon (russimmarigeon@fairpoint.net) is a town court justice in Hillsdale (Columbia County), New York. The full

62-page report described in this article can be found at www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/grants/234370.pdf. Highly recommended,

though, is a more concise 4-page article, Reducing Failure to Appear in Nebraska: A Field Study, written by Mitchel N. Herlan and

Brian H. Bornstein (bbornstein2@unl.edu), that appeared in the September 2010 issue of The Nebraska Lawyer, available at

www.nebar.com/associations/8143/files/TNL-0910c.pdf.
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group); others were reminded and given a description
of the possible sanctions the court might impose if
they did not appear (reminder-sanctions group); and
still other defendants were told the consequences of
nonappearance and were given information about
procedural justice (reminder-procedural justice
group), whereby defendants were informed that
appearing in court meant they could speak for 
themselves and they would be treated with respect. In
this study, appearing and nonappearing defendants
were also asked to describe their perceptions of 
procedural fairness and their trust in court operations
and outcomes.

Findings

The Nebraska researchers found, as have other
researchers, that postcard reminders of scheduled
court appearances help reduce FTA rates. At the start
of this study, the control group’s FTA rate was 12.6%.
The researchers found that any of the reminders
reduced FTAs to an average level of 9.7%. More 
substantial reminders, however, are more effective.
The simple reminder group’s rate was lowered to
10.9%; the reminder-sanctions group to 8.3%; and
the reminder-procedural justice group to 9.8%.  

At first glance, it appears that reminders focusing on
negative consequences may be more effective than
those that also included procedural fairness. However,
the researchers conducted statistical tests measuring
the validity of these findings and found no significant
difference in the impact of reminder-sanctions and

reminder-procedural justice groups on FTA rates.

Failure-to-appear rates were higher for urban defendants
than rural ones. No statistically significant differences
were found among white and non-white or male and
female defendants. Defendants with certain charges
(e.g., violations of city ordinances) were more unlikely
to appear, as were those with higher numbers of 
citation charges (5.4% of those with one charge did
not appear, while 15.4% with two or more charges
were “no-shows”). 

The Nebraska study also found that “misdemeanor
defendants who appeared in court had greater trust in
institutions, more confidence in the courts, less 
cynicism, and a greater sense of procedural justice
than defendants who did not appear.” Importantly,
those defendants who failed to appear, especially
those with less trust in the court system, responded
most positively to all reminders.

Implications

How do these research results affect town and village
court practice? As far as I know, we do not have 
survey evidence of how different courts measure the
extent of FTAs, respond to FTAs, and reduce FTAs.
Minimally, this study indicates that sending postcard
reminders of any sort reduces FTA rates. In my 
experience, fewer “no-shows” allows our court 
system to work more effectively, and improves the
quality of outcomes for everyone involved in town
and village court cases.

Legal Update Criminal Procedure, Evidence and
Felony Prosecution
II. Commencement of Criminal Action;

Commencement of Time Period

a. Whereabouts or Availability of Defendant-
The People did not violate defendant’s right to a speedy
trial pursuant to CPL 30.30 by failing to request his 
presence in New York from federal custody in Ohio until
his prosecution there was completed and he began serving

his sentence. The People had no statutory authority to
request the defendant’s presence until such time pursuant
to CPL 580.20. Therefore, the People should not be 
penalized for the period of time defendant was unavailable
for trial in New York.

People v. Mungro 17 N.Y.3d 785, 929 N.Y.S.2d 85 (Court of
Appeals 2011). 

Submitted By Hon. Robert G. Bogle
Supervising Court Attorney, Nassau County Court Law Dept.
Village Justice, Valley Stream — Acting City Court Judge, Long Beach
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b. People’s Readiness for Trial
The Appellate Division held that a period of time during
which the People engage in the plea negotiations with the
co-defendant was not excludable from the speedy trial time
calculated against the People in the case at bar. The Appellate
Division concluded that there were no exceptional 
circumstances under CPL 30.30(4)(g) that would constitute
a ground for exclusion of time. People v. Seamans 85
A.D.3d 1398, 925 N.Y.S.2d 266 (3d Dept 2011).

c. Appearance Ticket
In People v. Farkas 16 N.Y.3d 190, 919 N.Y.S.2d 488 (Ct.
App. 2011) the victim was taking photographs at the
Borough Park Section in Brooklyn where he was struck 
by the defendant and his camera was stolen. The police
arrested the defendant and issued a desk appearance ticket
for the assault. Approximately one month afterwards the
District Attorney filed a misdemeanor complaint charging
the defendant with assault in the third degree and other
related charges. However, it would not be until several
months later that the defendant will be indicted on the
charge of robbery in the first, second and third degrees and
these charges would be included in the charges against the
defendant. Defendant moved to dismiss the theft related
charges on speedy trial grounds arguing that the time began
to accrue for speedy trial purposes when the defendant
appeared on his desk appearance ticket and that all delays
pursuant to the indictment was solely attributed to the
People. The Court noted that there was no speedy trial 
violations as related to the assault charges, but dismissed
the theft related charges. However, the Appellate Division
reversed the State’s Supreme Court order and the Court of
Appeals affirmed the Appellate Division. The Court noted
that the charges of theft was sufficient related to apply 
to the same commencement date and were likewise 
sufficiently related for purposes of applying to the excusable
period. Accordingly, all charges should be related back in
terms of computation of time from the original charges, 
following the court’s earlier ruling in People v. Sinistaj 67
N.Y.2d 236, 501 N.Y.S2d 793 (Ct. App. 1986).

d. Timeliness of Prosecution; Periods of Limitations
In People v. Evans 16 N.Y.3d 571, 925 N.Y.S.2d 366 (N.Y.
Court of Appeals 2011) the Court of Appeals held that it
was not ineffective assistance of counsel to fail to raise the
statute of limitations defense to the defendant’s manslaughter
charge. The defendant was indicted on three counts of 
murder in the second degree and one count of manslaughter
in the first degree, which was subject to a five-year statute
of limitations under CPL 30.10 (2)(b). Due to the fact the
murder took place nearly eight (8)years before the defendant
was indicted, it was clear the statute of limitations for the

manslaughter charge was applicable. Following a bench
trial, the defendant was acquitted of the murder charges but
was convicted the lesser charge of manslaughter. Defense
counsel alleged it was not ineffective assistance of counsel
since his strategy was for the Court to consider the
manslaughter charge as an alternative to potentially finding
the defendant guilty of the greater charge of murder, and
therefore, had the manslaughter charge been dismissed,
there could have been a possibility for the Court to find the
defendant guilty of the far more serious charge of murder.
The Court of Appeals noted this clearly revealed the 
existence of a trial strategy that might have well have been
pursued by a reasonably competent attorney, and therefore,
had the manslaughter count been dismissed prior to verdict
the trier of fact would have been left with murder as the
only choice for the defendant to be found criminally
responsible for the homicide. 

e. Consent to Adjournment
In People v. Beasley 16 N.Y.3d 289, N.Y.S.2d (Ct of App.
2011) the People failed to produce the grand jury minutes
for review by the trial Court on August 16, 2005. The
People stated that they would produce the minutes “off 
calendar.” The Court adjourned the matter until September
28, 2005. The People eventually provided the grand jury
minutes to the judge’s chamber on August 30, 2005 and on
the date of September 28, 2005 the Court rendered its 
decision. Thereafter, defendant moved under speedy trial
violations of 30.30(1)(a) to dismiss the charges based upon
the facts the People had exceeded the statutory limit of six
months, in this particular case 184 days in not bringing the
matter to trial. While defendant argued that the 42 day
period between August 17 and September 28 should be
considered chargeable to the People, he failed to discuss the
lesser number of 13 days, between August 16th and August
30th and did not bring up this 13 day period until he was
before the Court of Appeals. The Court of Appeals held that
this argument was not properly preserved at the trial Court
level and therefore the Court of Appeals could not review it
at this time pursuant to CPL 470.05(2). The Court 
concluded that the defendant, having met his initial 
burden, now had to consider that the People had set forth
the statutory exclusion for which the defendant’s rely, and
the defendant thereafter failed to identify the specific legal
and factual impediments for those exclusions, particularly
the 13 days between August 17 and August 30 and such
failure to timely provide this information barred the 
defendant from raising this issue further on to the
Appellate level, and thus preserved no question of law for
review on appeal.
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In 1951, New York City was the epicenter of 
college basketball. CCNY, LIU, St. John’s and
NYU dominated the likes of Arizona, North

Carolina, Duke, Texas, et al, as these schools came to
Madison Square Garden to test their mettle against
the best the New York City had to offer. Before the
end of the basketball season, my world came crashing
down in the wake of a basketball scandal involving
the “dumping” of games and shaving of points.
Having attended CCNY and having had the privilege
of playing basketball for the school, I was particularly
interested in the sentences given to the CCNY players
involved in the scandal. Ed Roman, Ed Warner, 
Floyd Lane, Irwin Dambrot, Norm Mager and 
“Fats” Roth were the nucleus of the team that won
both the NIT and NCAA basketball championships
the year before. After the announcement that my
heroes had plead guilty to sports bribery, I was in a
state of denial and disbelief up until the time of 
sentencing before Judge Streit. When my fallen heroes
appeared before Judge Streit, his opening remarks led
me to believe that the players would be dealt with
mainly as victims of academic corruption. He began
by sketching a detailed picture of transgressions and
abuses that far exceeded tampering with the amateur
code. It was a carefully documented chronicle of 
commercialization, subsidization and recruitment. He
spoke of college administrations doctoring high school
transcripts, of coaches openly bidding for the services
of athletes, and talked about gifts of money and wages
paid for bogus jobs. Norm Mager was the first CCNY
player to get involved. He was the initial contact and
bag man for Eli Kay, the confessed gambler. The Judge
said that Mager induced Roth to participate, who in
turn secured the cooperation of his teammates. The
Judge went on to say that Mager had served with
honor during the war and that he was not one to put
a veteran behind bars. Judge Streit extended extreme
clemency and suspended Mager’s sentence. The Judge
then whipped through the cases of Dambrot, Lane
and Roman in similar fashion citing their high school
records and their exemplary academic performance in
college. He also recounted the strong families that
these players had come from, concluding with the
words “sentences therefore suspended.”

Judge Streit then announced that he had
“come to the most distasteful part of my duty in 
connection with this tragic scandal” in that the
remaining players “stand in a special position of guilt”
and “by virtue of their evil conduct are different from
those whose sentences I have just suspended.” As for
Warner, the Judge disclosed that in 1945 he appeared
in Children’s Court as a member of a Harlem hoodlum
gang, having quarreled with a member of another
street gang. He also noted that Warner’s high school
record was poor and that he grew up devoid of moral
and ethical concepts. Roth had no previous record but
Streit charged that it was he who originally persuaded
Roman to join the conspiracy. He said that Roth’s 
basketball success “turned his head and he became
vain, aggressive and greedy, his moral scruples 
deteriorated and that he had insufficient grades to be
admitted to City College.” He then sentenced Warner
and Roth to six month jail terms. As a Town Justice, I
have come to find that the application of justice is a
necessary and imprecise endeavor and that sentences
for the same offense have been known to vary 
according time, place and jurisdiction. The Judge 
justified his jail terms by saying (1) that Warner and
Roth were not merely victims of temptation. They
were corrupters of others, (2) that they should have
known the immorality of their conduct, (3) their
criminal acts were persistent, continuous and many,
(4) they profited largely from their continued 
dishonesty. This is not an unreasonable set of 
premises on which to proceed, but I cannot 
understand how Judge Streit applied them. On the
basis of his own criteria, it appeared that the wrong
players had been sent to jail. Warner and Roth would
not have received jail terms if they had been old
enough for service during World War II, or if they had
proven to be more serious students or if their 
backgrounds and lifestyles had been better suited to
the Judge’s taste. These players played the basketball
courts of New York City like the Greek gods of Homer
and Aeschylus. They gave to New York City in general,
and to me in particular, the gift of hope.

“Where have you gone Joe DiMaggio? A
nation turns its lonely eyes to you.”

Mrs. Robinson/Paul Simon

Justice on Basketball Court Submitted By Hon. Harold J. Bauman, Town Justice of Liberty
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Answer T or F

_______ 1. Before testifying, a witness must declare his or her intention to relate the subject matter of his 

testimony truthfully.

_______ 2. The declaration of intent referred to above must be by oath or certification.

_______ 3. Under CPL 60.20, all witnesses 16 or more must testify under oath.

_______ 4. A child or person with a mental disease of defect may give unsworn testimony if certain 

conditions are met but a defendant may not be convicted solely upon such unsworn testimony.

_______ 5. A key consideration in determining if a witness understands the nature of an oath is if he/she 

understands the difference between truth and a falsehood.

_______ 6. Whether a child is competent to testify under oath is a determination made by a court appointed

child psychologist.

_______ 7. We all know that a judge presiding at a trial may not testify at that trial but he/she may testify at

a later trial about matters occurring in the original trial.

_______ 8. Upon request of the prosecutor, the court may, in its discretion, exclude witnesses including the

defendant from the courtroom.

_______ 9. While lay witnesses are generally not permitted to testify as to their opinion regarding a fact in

issue, whether the defendant appeared to be intoxicated is an exception.

_______ 10. The difference between an expert withness and a lay witness is that the expert witness may not

have firsthand knowledge of the relevant facts.

_______ Bonus: Theresa Town Justice Duvall was correct in ruling that what the defense objected to as

hearsay evidence was indeed admissible under the exception to hearsay rule.

Quiz of the Month This quarter’s questions come from Epstein & Weissenberger’s book, “New York
Evidence: 2011 Courtroom Manual”.        Answer T or F



Provide A Public Service with NYSP 
 

THE NYSP DRIVER IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM IS NOW AVAILABLE ONLINE  
 

New York Safety Program (NYSP) announces a new convenient way to provide driver safety education benefits. The
NYSP 6-Hour PIRP (Point and Insurance Reduction Program) is now available online as well as in the classroom. That
means violators may participate in the NYSP driver improvement program from any computer with an internet
Connection 24/7. In the development of the online version of the syllabus we were careful to include security and the
integrity you rely on and expect from NYSP. Because of the use of superior technology and adherence to a proven
curriculum the NYSPOLINE.com website represents the best program of its kind.

NYSP classroom courses are also available at conveniently located classroom facilities with classes scheduled in two
parts during the evening on weekdays or in one session on the weekend.

 

 

NYSP provides feedback to the court! 
For years NYSP has provided information regarding violator participation in the classroom PIRP course for

analytic purposes. This feedback has always been provided by NYSP at no cost to municipalities through the NYSP
Court Referral Program. The same service is now available for the internet version of the NYSP PIRP class.

Use the contact information provided below to get the details on how to participate in this program.     

 

WHY WE WANT YOU TO ENCOURAGE VIOLATORS TO TAKE THIS COURSE: 

According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration of the U.S. Department of Transportation, “In 2008,
there were an estimated 5,811,000 police-reported traffic crashes, in which 37,261 people were killed and 2,346,000
people were injured; 4,146,000 crashes involved property damage only.” “An average of 102 people died each day in
motor vehicle crashes in 2008 — one every 14 minutes.” A comprehensive study released on May 9, 2002, by the
NHTSA shows that the economic impact of motor vehicle crashes on America’s roadways has reached $230.6 billion per
year, or an average of $820 for every person living in the United States. The NHTSA study, The Economic Impact of
Motor Vehicle Crashes 2000, also estimates the annual economic cost of roadway crashes: $61 billion in lost workplace
productivity, $20.2 billion in lost household productivity, $59 billion in property damage, $32.6 billion in medical costs
and $25.6 billion in travel delay costs. All told the cost of motor vehicle crashes in the United States has reached 2.3
percent of the U.S. gross domestic product.

And, from Money Magazine, 5/03, p.89: “crashes remain the leading cause of death for Americans, ages one to 34.”

                
POINT & INSURANCE REDUCTION PROGRAM
 

 

Statewide: (800) 942-6874 • info@nysp.com • www.NYSP.com 
 

NEW YORK STATE DEPT OF MOTOR VEHICLES APPROVED 
 

NYSP Affiliations include: 

• County Legislators and Supervisors (CLAS) • New York Conference of Mayors (NYCOM) • New York State Association of Counties
(NYSAC) • Federation of New York Insurance Professionals (FNYIP) • New York Federation of Professional Health Educators

(NYSFPHE) • District Council 37 (DC37) • Civil Service Employees Association (CSEA) • Catholic Schools Administrators
Association of New York (CSAA)

Effectiveness of the NYSP Program; The last effectiveness study of the program indicates that it results in
35% reduction in traffic accidents and a 65% reduction in traffic violations

On the Internet 24 hours a day 365 days a year
Or conveniently scheduled classroom courses available near you

NYSP
NEW YORK SAFETY PROGRAM



163 Delaware Avenue, Suite 108
Delmar, New York 12054

Effective Traffic & Diversion Programs

DEFFENSIVE DRIVING COURT DIVERSION
 6 hr NY DMV approved program

 Reduces up to 4 points from driving record

 Save 10% on Liability and Collision Insurance

       for 3 years

 Effective course in Changing Driving behavior

 Effective sentencing alternatives

 Anger Awareness, Theft Prevention and Civic 

 Responsibilities Courses available

 Alcohol/Drug Awareness for educational purposes

 Classroom based with over 25 years experience

DMV NY 6 HR ONLINE COURSE available on our website NTSI.COM. 
  
  Coupon Code NTSI$5OFF for and additional $5.00 off your course.
         
         SPECIAL GROUP RATES AVAILABLE FOR TOWN EMPLOYEES

    FOR FREE BROCHURES OR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

              1 800.733.6874 OR FAX US AT 718.720.7021

        201 Edward Curry Avenue, Suite 206, Staten Island, NY 10314

NATIONAL TRAFFIC SAFETY INSTITUTE




